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Project Aims

PROBLEM
Often computers can be seen as confusing,
intimidating and expensive. Therefore simplicity
and convenience is valued over understanding
and sustainability.
For example this is the trend of Apple’s Mac
series, being bought more and more by
designers as they have a great user interface,
but without the need to understand the
technology.
This is an issue though as people have very
little control or empowerment over the
computer, or what’s inside it. And I do really
think some users want to know and have
control over what is going on in their computer,
and to have the option of upgrading or
changing to suit different needs.

OPPORTUNITIES
Help computer users understand their computer - both in
how it works and what it is made of - to enable users to
get the best out of their computer and encourage the
replacement of parts instead of the current unsustainable
throw-away culture.
Help computer users to swap/upgrade out parts in an
intuitive way, and develop a system of peer-to-peer trading
or understanding of when and why to swap/upgrade.
(Think: Phonebloks as an idea)

QUESTIONS
How can Industrial and user-centered
design create a communication bridge
between computer technology and it’s
users?
How can Industrial design challenge current
computer usage trends.
How can Industrial design create a fantastic
user-based computer layout design to
maximise the accessibility and
understanding of the componentry of your
computer?
How can Industrial design improve
sustainability in computer design?
How can Industrial and user-centered
design create a rich and empowering user
experience?
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Evolution of the
Personal Computer

fig 2
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Pre 1981

IBM Era

1990’s

Early 2000’s

Recent Tech Divergence and the Future

Throughout the 70’s, the idea
of a computer for your home
was only held by hobbyists,
whom constructed them from
kits. As the technology evolved
and prices dropped towards
the end of the 70’s, the idea
emerged that there would be a
home computer under every
roof. “An Apple advert from
1978 describes the II as "a
fully tested and assembled
mainframe computer." It
boasted, "You won't need to
spend weeks and months in
assembly. Just take an Apple
home, plug it in, hook up your
color TV and any cassette
tape deck -- and the fun
begins."(Elliot, 2011)

In 1981, IBM released their
entry into the personal
computing market, and in
many ways it was the ancestor
of all todays desktop
computers. Its hardware was
all created by third part
companies unlike companies
like Atari and Apple whom
spent a great deal of time
creating their own hardware.
This approach saved money
and enabled other companies
to develop peripherals for the
system.Over the next 10
years, IBM evolved the PC,
increasing speed tenfold over
the original model, memory a
thousandfold and storage by a
factor of 10000. PC market
share increased from 55% in
‘86 to 84% in’90. (Elliot,2011)

In the 1990’s many of the
original computer companies
(Amiga, Commodore, Atari)
collapsed due to difficulties
keeping up with new
competition. Compaq (later a
aquired by HP) and Dell, with
its direct sales model (direct to
customer with no middle man)
became household names.
Apple struggled during this
time until the return of Steve
jobs in 1997 and they released
the iMac.While most home
computers were still desktops
during this decade, portability
soon became important, and
the laptop we know today was
born at this time . (Elliot,2011)

During the early 2000’s,
computer hardware shrank
both in the laptop and desktop
fields. Laptop popularity rose
remarkably as features grew
and costs fell. Small, light,
ultra-portable PCs, such as
the seminal ASUS Eee (see
above) were a popular new
evolution of the laptop. Aimed
at mobile users that wanted to
stay connected out and about,
adoption of mobile broadband
also helped their success.
Though praised as being the
low cost, highly portable
version of notebooks with the
tablet ressurgence and
smartphone boom around the
corner, the success was short
lived. (McDonough, 2013)

According to many, including Steve Jobs, we are now in the post PC
era, somewhat hard to believe when they are perhaps more involved
with our lives than ever. Jobs beleived that we are now in a time in
which personal computing will get smaller, lighter, more portable and
more personal, even, as the years go by. (Dybwad, 2010). This is
definetly evident with the rapid tablet and smartphone adoption that
enable us to be connected almost whenever and wherever we are. A
Forester report in 2010 suggested that by 2015, 23% of all consumer
PC sales in the U.S. will be tablets. (Epps, 2010).
The same report also concluded;
“Desktops aren’t dead. Fewer desktops will be sold in 2015 than in
2010, but in 2015, they’ll still be used by more consumers than any
other type of PC.” (Epps, 2010).
“The bottom line for product strategists: Plan for growth in new form
factors but also anticipate the continued relevance of “traditional”
PCs, which aren’t becoming farm trucks anytime soon.” (Epps,
2010).

Current Trends

Shown in this graph are two curves
representing the change of technology
and relevance of tablets and PCs
throughout time. Some members of the
media beleive that tablets and cloud
computing will be the future of computing
and desktops will become less and less
relevant.(Rosof, 2013).

RELEVANCE

TIME

Looking into other sources, emerges
another view in which tablets and
desktops will co-exist, like laptops and
desktops currently do, as simply different
tools for different tasks. It all comes down
to choosing the best machine to satisfy
your wants and needs. (Briggs, 2010).

RELEVANCE

TIME

fig3

There are distinct similarities in the trends that govern the forms of the above
products. The thinner, ‘slimline’ chassis of all in one computers such as the
iMac shown above works at the detriment of the core values of traditional
desktop computers such as upgradability and longevity. The same can be
said for the mobile devices in the bottom row. These three devices are
designed for different tasks however their bespoke hardware and focus on
lightwieght ‘mobile’ forms effects the longevity in both terms of robustness
and upgradeability.

The desktop indeed still has a solid footing with a core group of users that benefit from
the flexibilty and longevity of the platform. Professionals will continue to need
workstations, and businesses will need machines that can be upgraded or repaired en
masse. There is also the group of tinkerers as well as PC gamers whom continue to want
the features offered by the tradidtional desktops. (Ralph, 2012).
From an economic point of view, the desktop is still relevant. Comparing two similarly
featured systems, one desktop and one notebook, the desktop solution will always be
cheaper. More over a traditional desktop will have more upgrade options than a notebook
alternative, that by current trends only component variation at purchase is offered.
(Briggs, 2010).
However it cannot be ignored that the growth of tablet and smartphone adoption has and
will continue to cannibalise some of the PC market share, key to this will be netbooks and
some notebooks. (Epps, 2010). This will not perhaps effect creative, professional and
buisness users whom require the desktops unique features, however for users whom
need only to do basic productivity tasks, this may indeed be the case. It is again clear
that it all comes down to choosing the best machine to satisfy the users wants and
needs. (Briggs, 2010).
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fig 4

Simple

fig 5

Designing for Inclusivity
Inclusive design is an approach to the design of
mainstream products and services that are as
accessible and as usable to as many people as
reasonably possible, without the need fro specialist
design. (Clarkson, 2007).
Design exclusion, as shown in the diagram on the right,
is not born out of chance, but of neglect, ignorance and
a lack of adequate data. The frustrations are
commonplace, the moment you open the box of a long
awaited product, only to be greeted with over
complicated interfaces adn inadequate instructions.
(Clarkson, Cassim, Coleman, Dong. 2007)
inclusive design is also an appreciation of the fact that
the average user probably doesn't match marketing
and design assumptions. A product designed for an
adult may infact be also used by an entire family and
not just the individual, and understanding this fact helps
broaden the consumer base. (Cassim, 2007)

A powerful buisness case therfore can be attributed to
inclusive design, the core of which is understanding that
less tangible factors such as delight, emotion and identity
are common to us all and getting them right is an
effective way of ensuring that what we do really does
enhance life quality, simply and intuitively with as many
people as possible. (Clarkson, Cassim, Coleman, Dong.
2007)

Finds Easy
Users

Frustration
Exclusion

As stated by Roger Coleman (2007), “Inclusive design
approach is likely to deliver better thought out products
with a wider and longer lasting appeal.”

Difficulty
Product Experience

fig 6
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Case Study

- Project Ara

[PhoneBlocks]

Longevity

Consumer

Professional
[Niche]

Lacks Longevity

fig 13

Complex

Pictured Right:
Googles ‘Project Ara’ is a
product eco system . It
consists of different sized
modules that are
connected to create a
phone.Think about
owning a phone you build
from the ground up.
(Projectara, 2014)

Restrictive

fig 7-12
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Upgradable

Simple

fig 14

Case Study

- Project Ara

[PhoneBlocks]

From the initial concept to Ara’s
Current state

fig 15

Project Ara is a product eco system that involves a
number of different parts that would be used to create
a phone. The idea is that these interchangeable parts
are used to create a fully modular phone for all users.
The modules are held together by extremely strong
magnets that can be turned on and off. Choose the
processor, the battery, the memory, the camera, and
potentially a host of other options from a fingerprint
scanner to a heart rate monitor. (Hill, 2014)
The advantages of this sort of technology are
immendiatly apparent. Phones could be much cheaper
upfront, with a barebones example that would
encourage upgrading. You would only need wto buy
the features you want and could concentrate your
money on what matters to you. (Hill, 2014). Phones
could also have much better longevity, with outdated or
even faulty modules being easily removed and
replaced, its no secret that the difficulty of phone
repairs has been a major barrier to the longevity of
current phones. (Hill, 2014).

“New types of manufacturing, new ways of
buying and selling phones, and new ways for
consumers to interact with their most personal
and most intimate devices”.(ProjectAra, 2014).
These big goals are ambitious for a project that
appears to still be in its infancy. Some key issues
can already been seen with the product.
The modular nature of the product may add extra
bulk to it through the multiple connectors and
interfaces each module needs to communicate
with another. Competitor phone companies may
drive the price of traditional phones down and
cause Ara to be no longer viable as an
alternative.There’s no way every possible type of
component can be interchangeable with every
other one, so there will have to be a complex set
of exceptions.(Hill, 2014)
Marketing this to mainstream audiences may
also be difficult just like desktop computers, not
everyone wants to have to build there own, some
want it to just work out of the box. Unless you
make the product extreamley accessable
throughout the whole process. (Hill, 2014)
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Case Study

The Mac Pro Debate

- Mac vs Mac

After years of seemingly neglecting Apple’s most hardcore,
highest-paying users, a 2012 email from Tim Cook finally
gave people hope. Hope for the first truly rethought
version of the Mac Pro since it was introduced in 2006.
(Pierce, 2013). However it appears to have been designed
with a focus more on the aesthetic properties rather than
the functional needs of its user base. Shown on the left is
a 2013 Mac Pro with the required external components to
have the same functionality of the previous model.

“We’re working on something
really great for later next year.”
Tim Cook (as cited in Pierce, 2013)

fig16
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Complex

fig 17

By mapping the two devices in these two graphs it plain
and clear that they have distinctly different design
philosophies. The previous model being designed with
upgradability and longevity as a consideration, however
the new model is much more restrictive and therefore
has a shorter working life.

Restrictive

Upgradable

Simple

fig 18

Case Study

The Mac Pro Debate

- Mac vs Mac

The 2012 and 2013 Apple Mac Pro’s appear to be concieved of two different design philosophies.
The older model appears to have been aimed at getting the most features into the machine as
possible, the new one on the other hand looks like it is aimed at satisfiing a set number of design
goals. The new model has plenty of ports on it, however they are harder to access (Pierce,2013)
than on the older model. All of those ports are on the back of the unit meaning that you would have
reach around the back of it to reach commonly used ports. This among with the lack of optical drives
or option for one, seems like a step backwards in functionality.

fig 19

2012

fig 20

2013 on

Another key issue with the 2013 Mac Pro in comparison with the older varient is quiet obvious when
looking within the two devices. The new computer, though simple to dissasemble, has no room for
upgrading of the hardware. All of the internal components bar the RAM is bespoke and has
prepiatary connectors. (Pierce, 2013). In stark contrast the previous generation computer is both
easy to dissasemble and highly upgradable, it uses standardised connectors and therfore has a great
deal more longevity for its users. The previous model is however much, much larger though perhaps
size is not as much of an issue when the device can potentially last much longer than devices that
make the compromises that the new model makes. In addition to this I believe that with the fast rate
of technological development means that upgradablility is a key feature that must be considered, the
new Mac Pro is very powerful however perhaps in three or four years it may not be, the lack of
upgradability of the device would render it obsolete at this point.
fig 21

fig 22
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Designing for Sustainable Change
Design

Sustainability

Sustainability is traditionaly just an add on to desgn, this
should no longer be the case. Sustainability must
integral to design and define that design in terms of
goals and ambitions. Rather than just thinking of it sitting
within design, design must be thought of as sitting within
sustainability. It must define our world view, and
everything we design should contribute to delivering that
world view. (Chick & Micklethwaite, 2011)
Sustainabilty must not be considered as a niche factor of
design, if we do this we risk accepting its concepts
uncritically and as irregular and apart from mainstream
design. Good design should by definition be sustainable
design too. (Chick & Micklethwaite, 2011)

Design

Sustainability
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Fig 23

Designing for Sustainable Change
Manufacture

Many designers often embrace the
aesthetic properties of recycled
materials for products. This
‘recycled design’ makes clear the
first origin of the materials and can
be a powerful statement in
communicating environmental
awerness. Yet as a strategy, using
recycled materials is not always
enviromentally beneficial, especially
when other factors such as end of
life are not considered.(Chick &
Micklethwaite, 2011)

Raw Materials

Use

End-of-Life
Ecodesign is a philosophy that
moves the focus beyond a single
aspect to the entire life cycle of the
solution. Ecodesign is again about a
holistic approach, however in this
instance its also about seeking to
reduce the environmental impacts
of a solution in its manufacture,
consumption and beyond. (Chick &
Micklethwaite, 2011)

Recycle

Disposal
fig 24
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Case Study

- iFixit

iFixit was started lin 2003 and is a service for open source
repair manuals on electronic goods. The aim is to empower
uses to be able to repair thier devices through the creation
of a archive of repair manuals for a large variety of
electronic devices. (iFixit, 2014)
In addition to this iFixit are aiming to encourage users to
repair and maintain their devices rather than throw them
away to help combat the growing ewaste problems. Doing
so would dramatically improve the usable life of these
devices. (iFixit,2014)

fig 25
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Case Study

- Recompute

Recompute is a desktop computer solution designed with sustainability as a
defining factor. It is aimed to address sustainability during manufacturing,
usage and disposal; the full life cycle of the object. (Recompute, 2014)
Rather than create a case that needed to have hundreds of manufacturing
processes, Recompute only requires 5, relatively low impact processes.Die
cutting, gluing (with non-toxic white glue), treating with non-toxic flame
retardant, printing and electronic assembly. On the recompute website it
states, “Recompute only used three major electronic components: A
motherboard with processor and memory, power supply and a hard drive,
thus keeping electronic components to a bare minimum. ”
On the webpage the systems are titled ‘workstations’, however the relatively
low specifications and lack of upgradablity of the machines is definetly not up
to the standard for professional users. The system seems more suited to a
consumer user or perhaps the tinker/ maker community.

fig 26
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Antimony trioxide as
flame retardant

Arsenic in older
cathode ray tubes

Ewaste

Cadmium in circuit
boards and
semiconductors
Chromium in steel as
corrosion protection

Lead in cathode
ray tube and
solder

Cobalt in steel for
structure and
magnetivity

A United Nations research report has stated that the current computer
usage model is unsustainable and extreamley harmful for the environent. It says making the average PC requires 10 times the weight of the
product in chemicals and fossil fuels, And the short lifetime of today's IT
equipment leads to mountains of waste. (Hirsch, 2004)

Mercury in switches
and housing

In an article by the BBC it found that waste is then dumped in landfill
sites or recycled, often in poorly managed facilities in developing
countries, leading to significant health risks. (Hirsch, 2004) The harmful
materials that reside within common computers are shown in the
diagram on the right. When computers are dumped in landfills these
chemicals can leach out into the water supply of surrounding areas.

fig 27
Selenium in circuit
boards as power
supply rectifier
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Polybrominated flame
retardants in plastic
casings, cables and
circuit boards

Ewaste
To recycle electronics properley you must disassemble them and seperate them
out into material groups, this is both expensive and time consuming. The sheer
cost and amount of man power required often means that ewaste that is meant to
be recycled is instead shipped to the third world. (iFixit, 2014)
Labor is cheap in the developing world. And the environmental laws that exist here
and in many nations dont in the developing world. Containers full of outdated
electronics are regularly shipped to places like China and Nigera where people
scrounge through the dead electronics looking for bits and pieces that are useful.
After scavengers pick out the worthwhile bits, 'extractors' start breaking things
apart. They can make a living breaking down electronics harvesting copper from
wires and gold from electrical connectors.(iFixit, 2014)
The United Nations Environmental program explains this process: "In many
countries entire communities, including children, earn their livelihoods by scavenging metals, glass and plastic from old computers. To extract the small quantity of
gold, capacitors are melted down over a charcoal fire. The plastic on the electrical
cords is burnt in barrels to expose the copper wires. According to the Basel Action
Network, all in all each computer yields about US $6 worth of material. Not very
much when you consider that burning the plastic sends dioxin and other toxic
gases into the air. And the large volume of worthless parts are dumped nearby,
allowing the remaining heavy metals to contaminate the area."(iFixit, 2014)

fig28
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Manufacturing Processes
fig 29-31

Shown here are two examples of computer manufacturing
processes, the top being the Apple Macbook Pro and the
bottom the Mac Pro. The two show different approaches but
similar philosophies that guide them.
With the Macbook Pro, the entire chassis is created from a
single peice of Aluminium, which would appear to make it a
much better environmental alternative. However during the
process it goes through 13 seperate milling operations
removing much of the material, thus making this an extreamly
wasteful process. (Mclean, 2008). This is further exacerbated
by the fact that the laptop is very restrictive in its upgradability,
meaning this machine will physically last a long time as its
vewry robust, but the computing worth of the device may only
last a few years.

fig 32-34
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The Mac Pro sings much the same tune, one key difference is
that its deep draw stamping forming method is much more
efficient with the material use.(Koenig, 2013) Like the Macbook
though its lack of upgradability seriously hampers its long term
life and questions why use such processes to make a lasting
object but not couple them with theupgradability needed to
make electronic goods last.
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Online Survey
As part of my research I conducted an online survey which I sent out via email and
through Facebook to as wide a range of users as possible. I recieved 54 responses
which though fewer than anticipated gives me a viable jumping off point for my
primary research. Most of the participants took the questionaire seriously with only a
few instances in which the information was not useful.
Some of the results are listed below (See apendix for full questionaire);
What are the frustrations you have when purchasing a new computer?
> “Nothing makes sense! All these random specs! They need like a star system like
battery 5 star, performance 4 star etc”
> “Information isn't always clear and to the the point but thats marketing”
> “I don"t understand what they are talking about and the difference between each
models”
> “Sales people who do not understand needs!”
> “I don't understand any of the spec stuff: I rely on other people to tell me what will
suit my needs because I don't care enough to research into it.”
(Anon, personal communications, April, 2014)

22

50%

of the participants that took part in the survey did not upgrade their
computers here are the reasons they stated.
> “I don't know enogh about computers to considder the possibility...”
> “Wouldnt have a clue how. If i did know then i would break it anyway.”
> “Can't do much other than RAM, and Apple's are hard to work on. Expensive to get
it done professionally. Haven't done RAM yet as it looks like the entire computer is
going to die so there isn't much point. I would like to be able to upgrade more easily
rather than buying a whole new machine.”
(Anon, personal communications, April, 2014)

Online Survey
The questionaire then continues to What factors are most important to users when
purchasing a new computer, here are some of the responses;
> “Ease of use, intuitive (To me rather than the designer), will meet me productivity
and web surfing needs”
> “suits my needs”
> “Appearance, functionality, usability”
> “longevity reliability storage space sound and graphics”

It is interesting to note how often reliability pops up in the responses, it became
apparent at this point that one of the key issues people have with computers is the
fact that many of them are not built to last. Other key results that can be taken away
from the questionaire was the clear existence of a barrier between computer
technology and users. Many claiming that the technology was too complex and that
they couldnt understand it. Thus comfirming my thoughts from the begining of the
project. (See Project Aims).
In addition to this the confusion created by the use of complex terms and jargon in
the marketing and sales of computers becomes all the more apparent from the
results of this questionaire.

> “quality machine and is able to meet the needs of what i use it for. affordable”
>”Performance, reliability”
> “How current the technology is, power/memory size versus cost. Will it run the
software I need it to? How long until it becomes obsolete”
> “Sturdiness, good value for money (so something that isn't cheap and nasty, but
isn't too crazy or has costs hidden in things that I don't want or need), Will it run the
programs I need/use, Easy to fix if shit hits the fan, Reliable brand/retailer, Looks (I
don't want a polished turd).”
(Anon, personal communications, April, 2014)
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Reddit Questions
Reddit is a bulletin board style webpage where users can post up links, images and
questions to a community and get responses in the form of up and down votes as well as
comments. For my research I posted a number of questions on reddit a in a number of
subreddits (akin to sub forums). I got a number of responses and though some were not
usable where others were very insightful. (See apendix for full account of reddit research)
Below are a number of questions and answers that I gathered from this research;
What barriers exist between computer technology and users?
> “At this point a lot of what I see is willful ignorance.
As an IT consultant I hear "l could never understand that..." all the time. The unfinished
second part of that sentence is "...so I won't try". Cars are the same way for a lot of people.”
> “False idea that anything with electronics / computers is difficult to work with
Lack of desire to learn
Idea that computers are magic
Throw away culture: "why fix the old one when I can get a shiny new one with more
gig-er-hurts and more ar aye em?"”
> “Most "Computer stores" are only general electronics retailers which only sell pre-built
computers.
It's like a hardware store that only sells full kitchen layouts when all you really need is a tap.”
> “Planned obsolescence is why I think that people don't upgrade or maintain their computers,
and not just computers, but all of their devices.
Look at apple, They design their devices so that the user will have to upgrade them yearly if
not quarterly, specifically their iDevices which one could say are designed to break easily. I
have seen many of my friends drop their iPhones, smash their screens, and buy a brand new
iPhone the next day.” (Anon, personal communications, April, 2014)
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How do you feel about sustainability in coimputer design?
> “The same way I feel about the Easter Bunny by and large... I don't believe such a thing
exists. Computer / phone / tablet technology is all designed to be feature-rich and cheap, not
sustainable. "Recycling" generally means shipping the scrapped electronic components off to
Somewhere Far Away where god-awful toxic chemicals are used to recover the very small
amounts of precious metals and the rest is sent to be burnt into great clouds of choking evil
poisonous smoke.
But none of this happens in my back yard, so what do I care?” (Anon, personal
communications, April, 2014)
What are your frustrations when purchasing a new computer or new hardware?
> “As someone who buys a laptop every ~5 years, what's most frustrating is trying to decipher
the puzzle that is CPUs. There are so many, at so many different prices & speeds, & yet I
know enough to know that often I'm comparing apples to oranges. I simply have no idea how
it's going to perform. It's a crapshoot. Buying tablets & phones is sooo much easier.”
> “Not being sure whether now is the time to buy. There's always something on the horizon, is
it going to be that big leap that's worth waiting for, or another incremental update?”
(Anon, personal communications, April, 2014)

Retail Interview
On the 9th of April, 2014, I went to PB tech in Wellington and asked the reatail staff there a
few questions about their view on the computer industry. PB tech is a computer technology
store that is more focused on the tinker/ entusiast community so I wanted to see what thier
perspective was on the accesability of computer technology and future of computers.
Below are the questions and answeres recorded from my conversation with a staff member:
What are the barriers you witness that customers perceive to be stopping them from
upgrading there own computers?
"Most of the frustrations that people have are caused by a lack of understanding and
misconceptions of how computers work. For example five years ago the key facilitator of
speed in a computer was the amount of RAM, today adding more than four gigabytes of
RAM will not benefit average users. (Exception being gamers and creative professionals).
In addition to this people are often swayed by marketing into thinking they need components
that they do not. One example being a gamer being marketed a core i7 processor from Intel
where mainstream games do not require the features of this processor and a core i5 will be
more than sufficient, allowing the user to spend the large difference in money on other
components."

Do people come in to upgrade laptops or do they tend to just purchase new computers?
"We do get alot of laptop upgrades coming into the store however it is mostly RAM upgrades
and upgrades from hard drives to solid state drives. Saying that though I would say that most
people buy new ones as the laptops are not built to last. You can make a laptop last for four or
five years if you look after it but most people break them after a few years because its not in
the companies interest to create a long lasting product, they want you to buy a new one. On
top of that laptops and tablets for that matter are not built with the same upgradability that PC's
bring to the table, you are able to change the RAM and hard drive most of the time but that is
it."

Where do you see the future of personal computing in the next 5 years?
"The tablet and laptop sectors are still growing with tablets now on par with laptop sales.
However desktop computers are still very much relevant for creative users, professionals
and gamers. The desktop may shift to more of a remote hub within the home where users
would stream media to tablets or laptops around the home, leveraging the desktops power to
make other devices more flexible. One such example of this technology is Nvidia Shield that
streams games from a desktop wireless to a mobile game device, a device that in itself is not
very powerful but when used in tandem with a powerful desktop brings a unique experience
to users."
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Conclusions
From these research methods I have gained insights into the issues experienced by
users and will be able to use this knowledge to shape appropriate design criteria.
The following observations outline the key points that can be taken away from the
research so far.
> Misconceptions and a lack of understanding of computer technology born out of the
over complexity and over use of jargon without supporting infromation, creates a
barrier between computer technology and new users.
> This lack of understanding often leads to poor purchase choices and further
frustrations around computer technology.
>The unapproachable nature of the tehnology prevents people from wanting to repair
or upgrade their own computers, therefore worsening the environmental impact from
computers.
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Session I
For the first of my group based research sessions I got together a small group of 5
people to go through a number of tasks and discuss questions around their computer
experiences and frustrations.
First we sat down and I got everyone to start sticking post it notes on a number of
objects I had around (two computers, pile of lego and an airfix model kit) and write
their initial impressions and expectations of the product. Noted was how the
responses towards the computers and airfix were generally negative and spoke of the
challenge, difficulty and complexity of the objects in contrast to the fun, playful and
creative nature of the lego.
I then asked the participants to start deconstructing the computers with some supplied
tools and write/discuss their feelings as they did so. The participants expressed their
frustrations with the small screws and mess of wires, as well as concerns to the safety
of the objects. The warning stickers and crude interiour aesthetic actually made some
of them hesitant to start deconstructing.
Shown to the right is a image of the whiteboard where I got the participants to write
their experiences for each part of the computer purchase journey. As with previous
research the same issues of a lack of understanding and confusion at the purchasing
stage popped up. A couple of them had searched online for advice where others had
just gone into stores for their guidance. When it came to end of life none of the
participants had sought recycling as an option, only a couple of them had given or
sold it on to another user.
The final peice of the session was a external task in which I asked them to write a
letter to a personified version of their computer, expressing what they loved and hated
about it. I recieved three back (see Apendix) and though no new information was
really gathered. The extreamley personal relationship which people develop between
the computer is definetly apparent, especially with the increased time many people
now spend with them.
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fig 35 The Board

Session I

Post its & Pizza fig 36

Computers, post session fig 37
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Session II
The second research session was a task analysis based exercise in which I wanted to
explore how the use of colour and association could make computer technology more
accesable. I obtained two computers and dissasembled them (same one used in
previous session), I then painted the components of one of them along with the ports
on the motherboard, the idea being that this would encourage the types of creativity
and positive aesthetic that lego had shown in the previous session. (See Apendix for
images).
In this session I got two groups to assemble the computer laid on the table and write
on the board their feelings, frustrations and also a set of instructions for the other
team to follow.
At the end of the sesion the following observations were noted;
> Concerns about which cables/cards/RAM sticks go where, even when colour coded
it is not clear if they can go in any of the compatible slots or just one.
> With the standard computer participants noted the trial and error technique that was
required to get the configuration correct.
> Some rewarding traits were found, the haptic click of the installation of cables being
one key one.
> Some of the participants found it difficult to grasp what the abstract
components do. “How does this small stick constitute memory for the
computer, why doesnt it look like what it does.” (Anon, personal communications,
May, 2014)
fig38 Two Sides
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Session II

Assembly fig 39

Assembly II fig 40

Board of the standard PC fig 41

Board of the coloured PC

fig 42
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Session III
The third session is based around a game style idea in which the participants had to
assemble a computer within the confines of a budget for a set of given of scenarios. In
addition to this I asked the participants to create a computer for themselves to satisfy their
own needs. This was interesting as it brought to light some of the the misconceptions that
I had noted earlier in my research.
Here are some of the findings from this session;
> Some participants had misconceptions on the importance of different hardware, when
asked it became apparent that the confusing nature of component marketing was one of
the major causes for the confusion. I previously discussed this with the staff at PB tech.
(see Retail Interview)
> On the panels I wrote the component types in the same sort of jargon used in stores,
this seemed to increase the confusion with some participants, whom did not understand
why one was better than the other.
> During disscusion with one of the participants, it became clear that I was having to
explain the performance of computer components relative to programs and tasks rather
than the abstract specifications used by companies, which just perpetuate the confusion
and complexity of the technology.

fig 43
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Session III

Placing the blocks fig 44

Making decisions fig 45
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Remarkit Field Visit
Remarkit is a Wellington based commisioner, decomissioner and refurbisher of
information technology products. I made two visits out to their warehouse however they
were not fully operational as they had just moved location. I did however manage to have
a tour around the facility.
Within the warehouse a number of staff are tasked with disasembling and testing every
system that comes into the facility. According to one of the members I talked to up top

90% of the computers that they recieve are in fact working. Many of these machines
are either sold on or sent to schools and third world countries for charitys.(Anon, personal
communications, May, 2014)
Deep in the facility are two machines used to strip down wire and components in a
process called ‘Urban Mining’. Computers contain a variation of precious metals however
it is very costly to extract. Most of the time computers are simply shipped of to third world
countries where the labour is cheaper and more viable (iFixit, 2014), this does not seem
to be the case at Remarkit. The only thing that they cannot recycle is the screens of CRT
monitors, which must be sent to Singapore to be recycled, due to the harmful chemicals
including lead and arsenic in the screens(Anon, personal communications, May, 2014).

fig 46 Remarkit Interior

Much of the work must be done by hand and is therefore time consuming. Once
dissasembly is complete however, machines can be used to crush down components to
seperate the raw materials. The post shown on the next page is an example of the use of
the materials, along with the way that old glass from TVs is often used in roads. (Anon,
personal communications, May, 2014)

fig 47 Stacks of TVs
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Remarkit Field Visit
Discarded Mac Pros fig48

Fence post (TV Plastic) fig50

HDD awaiting secure destruction fig51

fig49 Crates full of cables

fig52 Industrial wire stripper
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Conclusions
From these research methods I have gained insights into the issues experienced by users
and also in to the scale of the challenge of computer sustainability. This became apparent
to me when I visited Remarkit. The findings from my research will help shape the
personas and my design criteria. Listed below are some of the findings from my research;
> Misconceptions and a lack of understanding are once again apparent, along with the
way that the advertising of computer components makes hard the diferentiation of
components from one another.
> By corelating component performance to the performance of software and tasks instead
using jargon could help make computer technology more understandable and
approachable to users.
> The possible modification of computer hardware to comunicate its function could
potentially make it more accesable and understandble to new users.
> The ‘hostile’ aesthetic of the interiour of some PC’s (Warnings, wires, lots of screws)
poses a critical barrier to the accesability of computer technology to users.
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Personas
Why Personas

Personas are archetypes that help desribe various aspects of a potential users
and customers. Personas are an effective tool for developing design because
they make designers relate to the potential user on a human level, rather than
having the user as an abstract idea.(Goodwin,2009)

fig53

Allister is a 52 year old
automotive designer. When at
work he works mainly on
workstation grade PC’s and until
recently has had an Imac at
home. He has become frustrated
with the fact that he must keep
purchasing newer computers
when only parts of them are
becoming obsolete. For him a
new product must fit into his life
and he likes to be able to
customise things to suit his needs
and style. He likes to know how
things work and go together
however up till now has not felt
that way about computers.

fig54

Penny, Grant and their 2 year old
James are a young family who
are just finding there feet in the
city. Grant has just recently got a
new job at an IT firm and is thus
very busy. Penny used to work as
an accountant but for now is at
home looking after James. The
family are looking to buy a new
computer for the home and want
it to be something that they wont
have to replace for the foreseable
future. Grant understands
computers and would like to, in
good time share some of his
knowledge to his son.

fig55

Will is a 25 year old recycling
plant worker whom dissasembles
computers and other electronics.
For him computers are just
another tool, he doesnt care
much for them in his day to day
life however at work its a different
matter. Will has to go through
many stages and steps to
disasemble complex computers
in order to get them ready for
recycling.

fig56

Molly is a 19 year old animation
student whom is in her second
year of studies. Just a year
previous she had bought a new
laptop though it has become
apparent that it is not powerful
enough to run the software that
she uses. Adament not to make
the same mistake Molly wants to
purchase something that will last
for the rest of her studies and
help her start her career. Molly
doesnt however know what
components she needs and
doesnt understand all the jargon
that keeps getting thrown at her
eveytime she goes into a store.
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Accessibility

The product/service needs to be as accessible as possible to users,
especially those whom don't have prior computer knowledge.

Simplicity

To avoid exlusion the solution must be simple enough for new
users, though must also not alienate existing users.

Longevity

The solution should enable users to break away from current
computer usage models of 2-3 year a replacement cycle.

Criteria & Guidlines
This set of guidelines has been developed throughout the research process. Two
distinct areas are apparent and are born out of the insights gained from surveys,
interviews and other primary research.They focus on the user experience and
sustainability respectively.

Sustainability

Expandability

Inform

Cradle to cradle design should be a consideration for the solution.

The concept should be able to evolve with the user and their ability.
Not just a one shot solution but an enduring relationship with the
user.

Challenge the stigma of complexity that surrounds computer
technology through education and transparency.
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Concept One

Persona Fit

The first concept focusses on redesign of the
desktop computer both internally and
externally. The changes aim to make it follow
the set design criteria.

fig57
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Concept Two

Persona Fit

Concept two is an idea for a service that would change the computer usage
model away from ownership in the traditional sense. It instead folows an idea
similar to that of a contract phone.

Web Based Store

Physical Store

When new hardware is available or
the user chooses to upgrade the
contractal terms ( to suit new
requirements), a technition would be
sent to change the hardware of the
system. This personalised service
(currently offered with Dell for
warranties) would help to make the
technology less scary, as the
technition would explain the process
to the user.

What are the needs of the
user, what do they need the
computer for.

What is the budget.

Contract based purchase akin
to that of mobile phones.
Users would pay either monthly or
yearly. The ‘product’ would be
an ongoing service to support the
computer user

Users would pay
for the box upfront.
Thus still have a
feeling of true
ownership over the
system.

The hardware inside
the box however
would be the crux of
the service. The
contractal payments
would keep the
hardware updated
according to the
requirements of the
user.

The old harware retrieved from these
users would either be re-used for users
whom do not need (in their contract)
cutting edge technology, re sold or
recycled into new products.
(Perhaps into cases)

If users cancel their contract, do not pay
or no longer need the prescribed
hardware. The components would be
returned (either shipped or collected).
However because the case has been
paid for in advance that is the users
permanenty.

fig58
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Concept Three

Persona Fit

Concept three is an evolution of the lego style computer I created for one of
my research methods. During the session someone asked why computer
components dont look anything like what they do, which I thought was a
very interesting idea.

Computer Memory

Research Method Machine

Analog Cassette
(Memory)

This is the concept of a RAM stick that has a shroud fitted over it
that has visual cues of the older analog cassette memory. The idea
is that these cues would help communicate the function of the
component, even to users that dont neccesarily understand
computers. This concept is not just limited to computer memory,
rather this is just an example of the idea.
fig59
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Evaluation
Web Based Store

Physical Store

When new hardware is available or
the user chooses to upgrade the
contractal terms ( to suit new
requirements), a technition would be
sent to change the hardware of the
system. This personalised service
(currently offered with Dell for
warranties) would help to make the
technology less scary, as the
technition would explain the process
to the user.
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What are the needs of the
user, what do they need the
computer for.

Contract based purchase akin
to that of mobile phones.
Users would pay either monthly or
yearly. The ‘product’ would be
an ongoing service to support the
computer user

What is the budget.

Users would pay
for the box upfront.
Thus still have a
feeling of true
ownership over the
system.

Computer Memory

The hardware inside
the box however
would be the crux of
the service. The
contractal payments
would keep the
hardware updated
according to the
requirements of the
user.

The old harware retrieved from these
users would either be re-used for users
whom do not need (in their contract)
cutting edge technology, re sold or
recycled into new products.
(Perhaps into cases)

If users cancel their contract, do not pay
or no longer need the prescribed
hardware. The components would be
returned (either shipped or collected).
However because the case has been
paid for in advance that is the users
permanenty.

Research Method Machine

Analog Cassette
(Memory)

Accessibility

7

6

7

Simplicity

6

2

8

Longevity

7

5

2

Sustainability

8

4

2

Expandability

7

8

2

Inform

3

5

8
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30

29

This is the concept of a RAM stick that has a shroud fitted over it
that has visual cues of the older analog cassette memory. The idea
is that these cues would help communicate the function of the
component, even to users that dont neccesarily understand
computers. This concept is not just limited to computer memory,
rather this is just an example of the idea.

Concepts are evaluated
according to my design
criteria. Each concept is
awarded points on a scale of
1 through 10 in accordance
to the specifications of the
criteria. Points are added up
to determine the highest
scoring concept.

Summary
Moving on from this point, the focus of the project will be centred around developing the
concepts to a point where they can satisfy the requirements laid out by the design
criteria. Though One concept scored highest in the evaluation, I believe that there are
strong aspects and ideas put forward by each. The plan therefore is to combine certain
aspects of each concept with the highest scoring one and develop that into a final
design.
Material testing in respect to both raw and recycled materials will need to be carried out
and I plan to create a prototype within the mid semester break to put forward to a user
group for critique. User participation will probably have a greater role to play in the
second half of this project for vaildation of ideas and user testing.
Workbooks can be found through the following links;
https://www.evernote.com/pub/jdesign145/majorprimaryresearch
https://www.evernote.com/pub/jdesign145/majorresearchmethods
https://www.evernote.com/pub/jdesign145/majorsecondaryresearch
https://www.evernote.com/pub/jdesign145/conceptsanddevelopment
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Appendix

Open Road Auto Group // Case Study, Design Thinking; Thomas Lockwood. Allworth Press, 2010
"Service design in many ways also involves meeting previously unmet customer needs."
"The real work began with the recognition that the problem Open Road was trying to solve lay not in the selling of cars but rather in providing better service. Most dealerships fail to recognize that their job
is not to create the car brand and the car experience (job of the car manufacturer. in fact many cases the customer has already decided which vehicle he or she wants before setting foot in the dealership.)
Thus the greatest opportunity for definition comes from delivering a better dealership experience, not from the leveraging the automotive brand."
"First, the dealership wanted to maximize the available floor space in order to generate the highest sales per square foot possible - without sacrificing the customer experience. This meant rethinking all
aspects of merchandising, as well a formulating a variety of customer experience scenarios. Second the design had to support the dealerships new sales vision, which intended to shift power and control
from the sales associates to the customer - something that was almost unheard of in the auto motive retailing world. Third , and most important, was to create a comfortable experience that encouraged
customers to spend more time in the dealership and discover more anbout Open Road."

"What we developed was an innovative retail environment never before seen in the market, on that supported informed product decisions at all levels of sales and service. Appeal came from a system of
stacking cars on the outside of the showroom that served as both a merchandising system and a way of maximizing available floor space. Long curved windows created an expansive view of products and
options. Posted on the door was the OpenRoad Auto Group "Experience Promise' letting customers know immediately that they, not the sales associates, were in control of the buying decision."
"Introduced the idea of Internet kiosks that allowed customers access to information that would assist them in their buying decisions. Designed the retail displays to be informative and educational in much
the same way one would find information in a museum or interpretive center."
"Service design requires full consideration of the customers needs in a variety of scenarios. In keeping with this idea, we designed a coffee lounge, complete with automotive reading, resource materials, a
aquarium and kids play area that ensured children's entertainment while their parents spent unpressurized time considering a purchase decision. (Consider that from a consumers viewpoint, the purchase
expense of a car is second only to that of buying a new home.)."
"It is after the car is bought and paid for that most customers really get to know their dealership - and, ironically, this is when customers frequently have their worst experiences. The service design strategy
for OpenRoad was quick to take this into consideration, relocating the customer from the greasy service bays to the showroom cafe. Instead of forcing customers to wait in the back of the shop and to drive
their vehicles out of the service bay, OpenRoad now encourages customers to settle their accounts in the comfort of the showroom while an attendant brings their cars around for them."
"The results of this service design strategy have.... contributed to a 28 percent retail sales increase in the first year, leading to OpenRoad being named the top-selling Toyota dealership in all of Canada in
2006."

Design Thinking; Thomas Lockwood. Allworth Press, 2010
> From Bringing the future into global brands - by Tony Kim
Emotion
All the attributes listed below support a products ability to contribute to the users experience. However, emotion defines the essence of that experience, including:
- Sense of adventure, excitement, and exploration
- Feeling of independence, freedom from constraints
- Sense of security, safety and stability
- Sensuality - a luxury feeling
- Confidence, self assurance and a motivation to use the product
- Power - Authority, control and a feeling of supremacy
Would you like service with that? - Chris Bedford and Anson Lee
"While service design is obviously not a new concept, it has become increasingly relevant over the past decade. The economy has shifted dramatically toward growing customer demand for a level of personalized
service that has been lost to big-box retailers, and volume merchandisers who sacrificed most, if not all, aspects of customer service in the pursuit of greater profits from low-margin products."
"Price is both the lowest common denominator and the worst differentiator, driving companies to move back towards to move back toward a service model and a more human connection. Thus the need for
designing better service and services."
"To keep customers loyal there needs to be an emotional connection between the goods and services companies provide."
"Unlike many products and most packaged goods, services are often intangibles, and the characteristics of good service can be defined qualitatively and quantitatively, tangibility and intangibly."
Example
"Consider an airline that lets you book your tickets and print your boarding passes online, provides a flight that leaves on time, gives you a seat that is comfortable, serves food that is palatable, and provides and
experience that feels safe. delivered by helpful and understanding attendants. These are all goals that need to be considered within an overall system that we refer to as service design."
"At the same time, companies all too often use specific initiatives to bolster a brand that are tied to only one face of a customers experience. The problem with this approach is that a single element in and of itself
will not change the customers overall perception of the organization."
Example
Consider for example, "airport check in kiosks and web check-in systems are efficient and make good use of the latest information technologies. However, they are probably the least powerful in changing a
passengers feelings towards an airline, as the brand equity they build is easily lost when baggage drop lines are excessively long, security is backed up and your luggage lands in a different city than you do."
"To think about service design is to think on a higher plane and not at the level of the design of a specific product, environment, or interaction. Instead think of a customer existing within a system of experiences and ask how all these things work together and in support of one another."
"The key is to start with a solid definition and a clear understanding of the problem you are trying to solve. Customer experience mapping, or the process of storyboarding and documenting a variety of possible
scenarios with detailed interactions and outcomes, is a useful means of probing and uncovering opportunities to design a better service. This technique requires that all aspects of the customer experience be
connected by a set of specific services and include all the customer touch-points."
"The experiences customers have are the direct result of their personal interactions with staff, products, services, and the technology based delivery system such as web sites, kiosks and voice automation. New
research in behavioral science suggests that what matters most in the service equation is customer perception. That reminds us that service design is all about attention to detail, as even a staff members failure to
say thank you can leave the customer with a perception of inferior service. Looking for opportunities to influence positive perceptions should be part of the service design process."
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Write a letter to your Computer (Research Session)

Dear beautiful MacBook Air,
I am very happy with the current state of our relationship. You are easy to use and quick to connect with a usability that I only dreamed with when I had my HP. It's true, your sleek lines and smart marketing make
me love you more, but overall it is your easy user face that draws me close. Not to mention being able to say that we are together and joining that club of 'Mac' couples.
Sometimes you ask for updates that I don't give you and subsequently slow down until I concede and update you, but I know this is for your own good. Do I wish you had more space on your hard drive? Well of
course, but that's not a major concern for me right now.
Without you MacBook Air, I seriously do not know what I would do. My whole life aside from work is on/with you and the last time my Mac left me I got you in three days to replace it!
Thank you MacBook Air. You complete me.
Dear Finbar Smith.
It is with our deepest regrets that we are going to have your position as the “Chief Computer Officer” terminated effective immediately.
In the past few years, we have found that our relationship in a professional manner has been ceasing to increase, but rather decrease in many instances.
We have found the following to be reasons of terminating your position:
Reliability- When you first started as an employee, we found you to be sharp, focused, independent in running on your own and a friendly and reliable person to work with. However in the more recent years we
have found that your becoming much more tired no matter how many times we tell you to go rest and take care of yourself and come back refreshed in the morning. You seem to carelessly make mistakes that
waste time and opportunities for the company to grow.
Collaboration- Working as a team requires all of us to maintain a balance in our workload. Where each individual is required to knuckle down with no fuss. Whilst we understand that there may be tasks that we
don’t enjoy as much as others, this is a part of our career. We will have more enjoyment in other tasks over others, but it is important to be a team player and work together. Something that you have ceased to
contribute to the team.
Opportunities- The opportunities this company has been receiving has been growing each year we have been working. We have found that opportunities have been slipping through our fingers because of
slopping information handed to us. This is something we have noticed in evidence such as emails, texts and various other forms of communication we have been receiving from you.
Whilst we are happy to act as a reference from your past employment, we are at this point reluctant to work alongside in the near future. Please consider these facts when applying for your next employment
opportunity and we wish you luck for your future career plans.
Dear Computer
Our new relationship is so perfect. We haven't been together for long but from the moment you were assembled I knew it was meant to be.
My old laptop had become so slow. She just had no enthusiasm for doing the things I love such as Photoshop, Maya and Adobe After Effects. She was so loud too! Rendering was a nightmare and she was
sucking the joy out of my hobby too, gaming. She may have been portable and got me through some years of Uni work but our time was finished. She couldn't handle all the new things I want to learn such as
Zbrush.
Every time I gaze into your HD monitor my eyes sparkle. And you're so open to change. My old laptop would refuse to upgrade but you told me you would add ram and even upgrade your graphics card when the
time is right.
You're so quiet, I can't even tell when you're rendering. It's amazing. I love how you run my games. So smoothly and on ultra high settings.
This is just to say thank you for coming into my life. You may not be portable but you're still a babe.

